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This IBM® Redbooks® product guide describes the IBM Storage Networking SAN512B-6
(8961-F08) and SAN256B-6 (8961-F04) directors and the IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade
(FC 3892, 3893).
Digital transformation is pushing mission-critical storage environments to the limit, with users
expecting data to be accessible from anywhere, at any time, on any device. Faced with
exponential data growth, the network must evolve to enable businesses to thrive in this new
era. A new approach to storage networking is needed to enable databases, virtual servers,
desktops, and critical applications, and to unlock the full capabilities of flash. By treating the
network as a strategic part of a storage environment, organizations can maximize their
productivity and efficiency even as they rapidly scale their environments.
IBM Storage Networking SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors with Fabric Vision technology
are modular building blocks that combine innovative hardware, software, and built-in
instrumentation to ensure high levels of operational stability and redefine application
performance. Fabric Vision technology enhances visibility into the health of storage
environments, delivering greater control and insight to quickly identify problems and achieve
critical service level agreements (SLAs).
Breakthrough 32 Gbps performance shatters application performance barriers and provides
support for more than 1 billion input/output operations per second (IOPS) for flash-based
storage workloads while 128 Gbps UltraScale inter-chassis links enable simplified,
high-bandwidth scalability between directors.
Figure 1 shows the IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.

Figure 1 IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors
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The IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade is an ideal platform for building a high-performance
data center extension infrastructure for replication and backup solutions. It uses any type of
inter-data center wide area network (WAN) transport to extend open systems and mainframe
storage applications over any distance. Without the use of extension, those distances are
often impossible or impractical. See Figure 2.

Figure 2 IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade

Did you know?
The hardware described in this product guide delivers the following benefits:
 The IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors enhance operational stability, maximize
application performance, and increase business agility.
 The IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors complement IBM Z by offering a fast,
reliable, and scalable IBM FICON® infrastructure, along with innovative features, all of
which help deliver significant return on investment (ROI).
 The IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade accelerates data replication across data centers to
meet recovery objectives and secure data flows over distance. You can consolidate Fibre
Channel (FC) and Internet Protocol (IP) storage replication traffic within a single blade with
flexible multiprotocol port connectivity.

Product highlights
This section describes the key features and benefits of the IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6
directors and the IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.

SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors
The SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors have the following highlights:
 Enhance operational stability, maximize application performance, and increase business
agility with enterprise-class b-type Gen 6 directors
 Shatter application performance barriers across 32 gigabits per second (Gbps) links, and
support up to 1 billion IOPS without oversubscription
 Consolidate infrastructure with high-density solutions built with 128 Gbps UltraScale
inter-chassis link (ICL) connectivity for simpler, flatter, low-latency fabrics
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 Simplify end-to-end management of large-scale environments by automating monitoring
and diagnostics
 Detect degraded application or device performance with built-in monitoring
 Extend distance and replication with a highly scalable, multiprotocol extension solution
 Simplify configuration automation and enable integrated advanced services across the
fabric with standard Representational State Transfer (REST) application programming
interfaces (APIs)
 Integrate next-generation flash storage based on non-volatile memory express (NVMe)
flash memory with current and future b-type Gen 6 Fibre Channel networks
 Mitigate risk with compatibility with earlier versions

IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade
The IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade has the following highlights:
 Accelerate data replication across data centers to meet recovery objectives and secure
data flows over distance
 Consolidate Fibre Channel and IP storage replication traffic within a single blade with
flexible multiprotocol port connectivity
 Connect more Fibre Channel and IP devices with industry-leading port density and
scale-as-you-grow flexibility
 Centralize management of Fibre Channel and IP extension for storage traffic while
extending Fabric Vision technology over distance for greater control and insight
 Extend proactive monitoring and alerting between data centers to automatically detect
WAN anomalies and simplify troubleshooting of end-to-end IO flows over distance,
avoiding unplanned downtime
 Provide load balancing and network resilience with Extension Trunking and Adaptive Rate
Limiting to increase WAN utilization and protect against WAN link failures
 Achieve always-on business operations with nondisruptive firmware upgrades and
maximize availability with redundant, hot-pluggable chassis components

Product overview
Today's organizations depend on fast, reliable access to data wherever and whenever
needed, regardless of location. The ramifications and potential business impact of an
unreliable disaster recovery (DR) and data protection infrastructure are greater than ever.
The IBM Storage Networking SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors and IBM b-type Gen 6
Extension Blade combine data-center-proven reliability with an innovative business continuity
solution for nonstop operations. They use the core technology of Gen 6 Fibre Channel,
consistently delivering 99.999% uptime in the world’s most demanding data centers. IBM
b-type Gen 6 directors deliver enterprise-class availability features such as hot-pluggable
chassis components with nondisruptive software upgrades to maximize application uptime
and minimize outages.
This product combines director-class availability with IBM b-type Gen 6 innovative extension
features and WAN-side, nondisruptive firmware upgrades to achieve always-on business
operations and maximize application uptime. These capabilities enable a high-performance
and highly reliable network infrastructure for disaster recovery and data protection.
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Gen 6 Fibre Channel
IBM b-type Gen 6 provides a suite of features, from pre-deployment validation to advanced
network failure recovery technologies, to help ensure a continuously available storage
extension infrastructure. With built-in Flow Generator and WAN Test Tool (Wtool),
administrators can validate conditions of the WAN links, network paths, and proper setup of
configurations before deployment. In addition, administrators can troubleshoot the physical
infrastructure to ease deployment and avoid potential issues.
Gen 6 Fibre Channel is the purpose-built network infrastructure for mission-critical storage
that delivers operational stability, breakthrough performance, and increased business agility
to accelerate data access, adapt to evolving requirements, and drive always-on business
operations. IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors with Gen 6 Fibre Channel, Fabric
Vision technology, with IO Insight and VM Insight, are designed to deliver outstanding 32/128
Gbps performance, data center-proven availability, and ease of scalability to ensure greater
consistency, predictability, and performance.

Fabric Vision Technology
Fabric Vision technology with IO Insight, an extension of Gen 6 Fibre Channel, provides
unprecedented insight and visibility across the storage network with powerful integrated
monitoring, management, and diagnostic tools that enable organizations to meet these goals:
 Simplify storage network monitoring by using these techniques:
– Leveraging 20 years of best practices with predefined thresholds and actions using just
a single click
– Providing real-time monitoring, alerting, and deep visibility into storage I/O health,
performance, and latency metrics
– Automatically detecting and alerting administrators to degraded storage performance
to maintain SLA compliance
– Displaying comprehensive visibility into network health, performance, latency, and
congestion issues by using browser-accessible dashboards with drill-down capabilities
 Increase operational stability by using these techniques:
– Avoiding up to 50 percent of common network problems with proactive monitoring and
advanced diagnostic tools
– Proactively identifying hotspots and automatically mitigating network problems through
intuitive reporting, trend analysis, and integrated actions
– Reporting I/O patterns that deviate from expected behaviors for fault isolation and
troubleshooting
– Pinpointing resource contention, congestion, and errant devices to resolve application
performance problems
 Helps reduce costs by using these techniques:
– Eliminating nearly 50 percent of maintenance costs through automated testing and
diagnostic tools that assess the health of the network before deployment
– Significantly reducing capital expenses that are required for third-party tools that
perform the monitoring and diagnostics that are already built into the b-type network
– Validating IT infrastructure to accelerate deployment, simplify support, and reduce
operational costs
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Enhanced operational stability for always-on business operations
IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors with Fabric Vision technology provide a
breakthrough hardware and software solution that helps simplify monitoring, increase
operational stability, and dramatically reduce costs. Fabric Vision technology now includes IO
Insight and VM Insight, providing organizations with deeper visibility into the performance of
their environments and individual VMs. This enhanced visibility enables quick identification of
degraded application or VM performance at host and storage tiers, helping reduce time to
resolution.
IO Insight proactively monitors IO performance and behavior through integrated network
sensors, providing deep insight into problems and helping to ensure service levels. This
capability nondisruptively and non-intrusively gathers IO statistics from any device port, which
feeds them to a monitoring policy that sets thresholds and generates alerts.
VM Insight applies the IO Insight visibility for each VM. Integrated VM, application, and
device-level IO latency and IOPS monitoring enables administrators to set baseline
application performance and identify the VM or physical layer responsible for the degraded
performance. Integrated network sensors provide IO performance management that is
designed to avoid dependence on invasive and disruptive physical taps.
Innovative Fabric Vision monitoring, management, and diagnostic capabilities enable
administrators to avoid problems before they impact operations. They include these features:
 IO Insight: Proactively and non-intrusively monitors storage device IO performance and
behavior through integrated network sensors at the storage tier, providing deep insight into
problems and ensuring service levels.
 VM Insight: Seamlessly monitors VM performance throughout a storage fabric with
standards-based, end-to-end VM tagging. Administrators can quickly determine the
source of VM/application performance anomalies, and provision and fine-tune the
infrastructure based on VM/application requirements to meet service-level objectives.
 Monitoring and Alerting Policy Suite (MAPS): Simplifies fabric-wide threshold
configuration, monitoring, and alerting with prebuilt, rule-based, and policy-based
templates. Administrators can configure the entire fabric (or multiple fabrics) at one time
using common rules and policies, or they can customize policies for specific ports or
switch elements.
With Flow Vision and VM Insight, administrators set thresholds for VM flow metrics in
MAPS policies to be notified of VM performance degradation.
 Fabric Performance Impact (FPI) monitoring: Uses predefined MAPS policies to
automatically detect and alert administrators to different latency severity levels, and to
identify slow-drain devices that could impact network performance. This feature identifies
various latency severity levels, pinpointing exactly which devices are causing or are
impacted by a bottlenecked port, and quarantines slow-drain devices automatically to
prevent buffer credit starvation.
 Dashboards: Provide integrated, at-a-glance views that display an overall storage area
network (SAN) health view, along with details about out-of-range conditions, to help
administrators easily identify trends and quickly pinpoint issues occurring on a switch or in
a fabric.
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 Configuration and Operational Monitoring Policy Automation Services Suite
(COMPASS): Simplifies deployment, safeguards consistency, and increases operational
efficiencies of larger environments with automated switch and fabric configuration
services. Administrators can configure a template or adopt an existing configuration to
seamlessly deploy a configuration across the fabric. In addition, they can ensure that
settings do not drift over time with COMPASS configuration and policy violation monitoring
within IBM Network Advisor dashboards.
 ClearLink Diagnostics: Ensures optical and signal integrity for Fibre Channel optics and
cables, simplifying deployment and support of high-performance fabrics. ClearLink
Diagnostic Port (D_Port) is an advanced capability of Fibre Channel platforms.
 Flow Vision: Enables administrators to identify, monitor, and analyze specific application
flows to simplify troubleshooting, maximize performance, avoid congestion, and optimize
resources. Flow Vision includes these components:
– Flow Monitor: Provides comprehensive visibility into flows within the fabric, including
the ability to automatically learn flows and nondisruptively monitor flow performance.
Administrators can monitor all flows from a specific host to multiple targets/logical unit
numbers (LUNs), from multiple hosts to a specific target/LUN, or across a specific
inter-switch link (ISL) or inter-facility link (IFL). Additionally, they can perform LUN-level
monitoring of specific frame types to identify resource contention or congestion that is
impacting application performance.
With the IO Insight capability, administrators can monitor first IO response time,
IO completion time, the number of pending IOs, and IOPS metrics for a flow from a
specific host to a target or LUN. With VM Insight, administrators can monitor network
throughput and IO statistics for each VM.
– Flow Learning: Enables administrators to nondisruptively discover all flows that go to
or come from a specific host port or a storage port, or traverse ISLs and IFLs or Fibre
Channel over IP (FCIP) tunnels to monitor fabric-wide application performance. In
addition, administrators can discover top and bottom bandwidth-consuming devices
and manage capacity planning.
– Flow Generator: Provides a built-in traffic generator for pretesting and validating the
data center infrastructure for robustness (including route verification and integrity of
optics, cables, ports, back-end connections, and ISLs) before deploying applications.
– Flow Mirroring: Enables administrators to nondisruptively create copies of specific
application and data flows or frame types that can be captured for in-depth analysis.
 Forward Error Correction (FEC): Enables recovery from bit errors in device connections
and ISLs, enhancing transmission reliability and performance. Although mandated by the
Gen 6 standard, FEC will also work with Gen 5 devices that support FEC.
 Credit Loss Recovery: Automatically detects and recovers buffer credit loss at the virtual
channel level, providing protection against performance degradation and enhancing
application availability.

Simplified Fibre Channel management with IBM Network Advisor
IBM Network Advisor simplifies Gen 6 Fibre Channel management, and helps organizations
proactively diagnose and resolve issues to maximize uptime, increase operational efficiency,
and reduce costs. The wizard-driven interface dramatically reduces deployment and
configuration times by allowing fabrics, switches, and ports to be managed as groups.
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Customizable dashboards graphically display performance and health indicators out of the
box, including all data captured by using Fabric Vision technology. To accelerate
troubleshooting, administrators can use dashboard playback to quickly review past events
and identify problems in the fabric. Dashboards and reports can also be configured to show
only the most relevant data, enabling administrators to more efficiently prioritize their actions
and maintain network performance.
IBM Network Advisor provides organizations with a programmable web-based interface
through a standard REST API to reduce operational tasks by automating zoning, scripting,
and reporting. To further simplify management tasks, administrators can quickly search
through events, historical data and base inventory, and apply filters. In addition, the standard
REST API uses Fabric Vision technology to gain fabric-wide health and performance visibility
through easy-to-read dashboards.
For more information, see IBM Network Advisor, TIPS1124, at:
https://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=TS012443USEN&

IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors
Designed to meet relentless growth and mission-critical application demands, IBM
SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors are an ideal platform for large enterprise environments
that require increased capacity, greater throughput, and higher levels of resiliency.

Purpose-built for enterprise deployments
IBM b-type Gen 6 directors are available in two modular form factors. This modular chassis
design increases business agility with seamless storage connectivity and flexible deployment
offerings:
 Built for large enterprise networks, the 14U SAN512B-6 director has eight vertical blade
slots to provide up to 384 x 32-Gbps Fibre Channel device ports and 32 additional
128-Gbps UltraScale ICL ports.
 Built for midsized networks, the 8U SAN256B-6 director has four horizontal blade slots to
provide up to 192 x 32-Gbps Fibre Channel device ports and 16 additional 128-Gbps
UltraScale ICL ports. Each blade slot can be populated with two optional blades. For
device connectivity, the SAN512B-6 Fibre Channel 48 port blade (FC 3248, 3249, 3250)
provides 48 x 32-Gbps Fibre Channel ports.
 To support disaster recovery and data protection storage solutions over long distances,
the IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade provides 16 x 32-Gbps Fibre Channel ports, 16 x
1/10-Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) ports, and two 40-GbE ports for Fibre Channel and IP
replication traffic.
IBM b-type directors build upon years of innovation and use leading technology to
consistently deliver five-nines availability in the world’s most demanding data centers. And
with nondisruptive, hot-pluggable components and a no-single-point-of-failure design,
SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 are enterprise-class directors for today's storage infrastructure.

Maximum performance for mission-critical and highly virtualized
workloads
Evolving critical workloads and higher density virtualization are continuing to demand greater,
more predictable performance. IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors feature
industry-leading Gen 6 Fibre Channel that increases performance for demanding workloads
across 32 Gbps line-speed links and up to 16.2 terabits per second (Tbps) of chassis
bandwidth to address next-generation IO and bandwidth-intensive applications.
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Gen 6 Fibre Channel technology provides up to 566 million frames switched per second per
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), unlocking the full capability of flash storage. This
breakthrough performance speeds up data-intensive application response times, allows more
transactions in less time, and enables improved SLAs.
In addition, SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors increase scalability with double the
throughput for high-density virtual machine (VM) deployments and larger fabrics. This
improvement allows organizations to support more storage devices and meet bandwidth
requirements using the same number of Fibre Channel links.
SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors provide outstanding chassis, slot-to-slot, and port
performance and bandwidth. In addition, local switching capabilities ensure that data traffic
within the same port group does not consume slot bandwidth, maximizing the number of
line-rate ports while reducing latency. This functionality includes the following performance
capabilities:
 SAN512B-6 non-blocking architecture has the following characteristics:
– Up to 384 ports (equivalent to 512 with UltraScale ICLs) at 32 Gbps:
•
•
•

16 Tbps aggregate chassis bandwidth
12 Tbps Fibre Channel port bandwidth
4 Tbps UltraScale ICL bandwidth

– 1.5 Tbps bandwidth per slot, providing line-rate performance for the SAN512B-6
48-port Fibre Channel blade
 SAN256B-6, non-blocking architecture has the following characteristics:
– Up to 192 ports (equivalent to 256 with UltraScale ICLs) at 32 Gbps:
•
•
•

8 Tbps aggregate chassis bandwidth
6 Tbps Fibre Channel port bandwidth
2 Tbps UltraScale ICL bandwidth

– 1.5 Tbps bandwidth per slot, providing line-rate performance for the SAN256B-6
48-port Fibre Channel blade

Simplified, scale-out network design
Organizations need to adapt to continuous data growth and seamlessly scale out their
storage environments. UltraScale chassis connectivity uses optical ICLs, which provide
128 Gbps bandwidth through a quad small form-factor pluggable (QSFP) link. These links
can support up to 2 kilometers and connect up to 12 directors, enabling flatter, faster, and
simpler fabrics that increase consolidation while reducing network complexity and costs.
UltraScale ICLs enable scalable core-edge and active-active mesh chassis topologies. These
high-density chassis topologies can reduce inter-switch cabling by up to 75 percent, and free
up to 25 percent of ports for servers and storage. This configuration maximizes overall port
density within the smallest amount of rack space, while freeing up front-facing device ports for
server and storage connectivity.
SAN512B-6 supports 32 UltraScale ICL ports, providing the equivalent of 128 x 32-Gbps
ports (4.096 Tbps). SAN256B-6 supports 16 UltraScale ICL ports, providing the equivalent of
64 x 32-Gbps ports (2.048 Tbps). Gen 6 UltraScale ICLs are compatible with earlier versions,
and can connect to Gen 5 ICL ports, including connectivity with 2 km QSFPs at Gen 5 speeds
of 16 Gbps (4×16).
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Fabric Operating System and management software
The Fabric Operating System (FOS), included with each SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 b-type
Gen 6 Fibre Channel director, contains all of the functions that are necessary to operate a
base system. These systems require FOS V8.01 or later and IBM Network Advisor V14.0 or
later to take advantage of the advanced b-type Gen 6 functions that are delivered through
Fabric Vision technology.
The FOS for the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors is enabled with the following features:
 Web Tools: Enable graphical user interface (GUI)-based administration, configuration,
and maintenance of fabric switches and SANs.
 Advanced Zoning: Segments a fabric into virtual private SANs to restrict device
communication and apply certain policies only to members within the same zone.
 Full Fabric: Enables E_Ports and enables SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 to connect to
other switches.
 Virtual Fabrics: Enable a physical switch to be partitioned into independently managed
logical switches, each with its own data, control, and management paths.
 Enterprise Software Bundle: Includes Extended Fabrics, ISL Trunking, Fabric Vision,
and FICON Control Unit Port (CUP).

Enterprise software bundle
The enterprise software bundle includes additional features that are packaged with the base
SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors:
 Extended Fabrics: Extend SAN fabrics beyond the Fibre Channel standard of
10 kilometers (km) by optimizing internal switch buffers to maintain performance on ISLs
that are connected at extended distances.
 ISL Trunking: Enables Fibre Channel frames to be distributed efficiently across multiple
ISLs between two IBM b-type SAN fabric switches and directors while preserving in-order
delivery. Both b-type SAN devices must have trunking activated. SAN512B-6 and
SAN256B-6 add enhanced ISL Trunking support using 32 Gbps ports, and enable Fibre
Channel packets to be distributed across up to eight 32 Gbps-capable ISLs for a combined
bandwidth of up to 256 Gbps.
 Fabric Vision: This license offers a collection of breakthrough features and tools that are
bundled into an optional licensed feature. It includes Flow Vision with IO Insight and
Monitoring and Alerting Policy Suite (MAPS) advanced technologies and capabilities. It
requires FOS V8.01 or later.
 FICON with CUP activation: Provides in-band management of the supported SAN b-type
switch and director products by system automation for IBM z/OS®, performance data for
IBM Resource Measurement Facility™ (IBM RMF™), and to provide unsolicited status to
IBM MVS™.
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Optional licenses for additional capabilities
The features listed in Table 1 are offered as options for the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6
directors.
Table 1 Optional licenses
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Feature codes

Feature Name

Feature Description

7897

Integrated routing

Allows any Fibre Channel port in
SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 to be
configured as an EX_Port that supports
Fibre Channel Routing (FCR), providing
improved scalability and fault isolation, along
with multivendor interoperability.

7941, 7981

Gen 5 Inter-Chassis License
with eight 16 Gbps 2 km QSFPs

This license activates ICL ports on the core
blades of the directors. Each feature
includes eight 16 Gbps QSFP transceivers
can provide connectivity up to 2 km.
Note: This is a 16 Gbps version of ICL.

7940, 7980

Gen 5 Inter-Chassis License
with eight or sixteen 16 Gbps
100 m QSFPs

This license activates ICL ports on the core
blades of the directors. Each feature
includes 16 Gbps QSFP transceivers that
can provide connectivity up to 100 m.
Note: This is a 16 Gbps version of ICL.

7942, 7982

Gen 6 Inter-Chassis License
with eight or sixteen 16 Gbps
100 m QSFPs

This license activates ICL ports on the core
blades of the 16 Gbps platforms. Each
feature includes 16 Gbps 100 m QSFP
transceivers can provide connectivity up to
100 m.

7943, 7983

Gen 6 Inter-Chassis License
with eight or sixteen 128 Gbps
100 m QSFPs

This license activates ICL ports on the core
blades of the directors. Each feature
includes 128 Gbps QSFP transceivers that
can provide connectivity up to 100 m.

7944, 7984

Gen 6 Inter-Chassis License
with eight 4x32 Gbps 2 km
QSFPs

This license activates ICL ports on the core
blades of the directors. Each feature
includes eight 4 x 32 Gbps QSFP
transceivers can provide connectivity up to
2 km.

3248

SAN512B-6 48 port Blade

This feature provides a 48-port 32 Gbps FC
switch blade. No SPFs are included with this
blade.

3249

SAN512B-6 48 port 32 Gbps
SW Blade

This feature provides a fully populated
48-port 32 Gbps FC switch blade. It includes
forty-eight 32 Gbps shortwave SFPs.

3250

SAN512B-6 48 port 32 Gbps
LW Blade

This feature provides a fully populated
48-port 32 Gbps FC switch blade. It includes
forty-eight 32 Gbps longwave SFPs.

3892

32 Gbps Extension Blade SW

This feature provides a 32 Gbps extension
blade with 16 32-Gb SWL (Shortwave laser)
SFPs installed in FC ports. No 1/10/40 GbE
SFP is included. Maximum WAN traffic rate
support and FICON Advanced Accelerator
features are included with the blade.
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Feature codes

Feature Name

Feature Description

3893

32 Gbps Extension Blade LW

This feature provides a 32 Gbps extension
blade with 16 32-Gb LWL (Longwave Laser)
SFPs installed in FC ports. No 1/10/40 GbE
SFP is included. Maximum WAN traffic rate
support and FICON Advanced Accelerator
features are included with the blade.

7876

16 Gbps 2 km QSFP

This feature provides one 16 Gbps QSFP,
designed to provide Fibre Channel
connections at distances up to 2 km while
using the appropriate OM4 cable.

7878

16 Gbps 100 m QSFP

This feature provides one shortwave 4 x
16 Gbps QSFP transceiver that is designed
to provide ICL connections between
SAN512B-6 or SAN256B-6 directors at
distances up to 100 meters while using the
appropriate 50.0/125 micro (50u) OM4
cable.

2890

128 Gbps SW QSFP

This feature provides a 128 Gbps (4 x 32
Gbps) SW QSFP. This transceiver can
operate as a 128 Gbps QSFP to QSFP
connection or as a 4 x 32 Gbps with breakout
cable connections over shortwave distances
of 100-meter link length on OM4 fiber and
70-meter link length on OM3 fiber assuming
1.0 dBm connector and patch panel losses.

2891

4 x 32 Gbps 2 km QSFP

This feature provides a 4 x 32 Gbps 2 km
QSFP. This transceiver can operate as a
128 Gbps QSFP to QSFP connection or as a
128 Gbps to 4 x 32 Gbps breakout
connections over longwave distances
supporting 2 km on singlemode fiber
assuming 3.5 dBm total connector and patch
panel losses.

This optional advanced SAN Extension functionality license is included with the IBM b-type
Gen 6 Extension Blade:
 FICON Accelerator activation license: Uses advanced networking technologies, data
management techniques, and protocol intelligence to accelerate FICON disk and tape
read-and-write operations over geographically extended distances, while also maintaining
the integrity of command and acknowledgment sequences. This feature is ideal for data
migration, disaster recovery, and business continuity solutions beyond 300 km. It supports
emulation for IBM z/OS Global Mirror (formerly Extended Remote Copy, or XRC) and tape
pipelining for FICON tape and virtual tape.

Extended distance and replication with a scalable, multiprotocol
extension solution
Connecting distributed data centers enables data mobility for advanced data protection.
Enterprise data centers need their disaster recovery infrastructure to ensure fast, continuous,
and easy replication of mission-critical data to anywhere in the world. Storage administrators
need to replicate large amounts of data quickly, securely, reliably, and simply while minimizing
operational and capital expenses.
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IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade, SAN512B-6, and SAN256B-6 directors provide integrated
metro and global connectivity with a purpose-built data center extension solution for Fibre
Channel and IP storage environments. This solution delivers outstanding performance, strong
security, continuous availability, and simplified management to handle the unrelenting transfer
of data between data centers, and to maintain SLAs.
Additionally, native 10 Gbps Fibre Channel connections are available on the b-type Gen 6
48-port FC port blade, and include in-flight encryption and compression, and optional support
for 10 Gbps Fibre Channel over dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) and dark
fiber.
SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors can scale up to four IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension
Blades per chassis. Each IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade provides 16 x 32-Gbps Fibre
Channel/IBM FICON ports, 16 x 1/10-GbE ports, and two 40-GbE ports to deliver the high
bandwidth, port density, and throughput that is required for maximum application performance
over WAN connections, and to address the most demanding disaster recovery requirements.
Extending Fabric Vision technology between data centers provides outstanding insight and
visibility across the storage network. With its powerful, built-in monitoring, management, and
diagnostic tools, Fabric Vision technology enables organizations to minimize the impact of
disruptions and outages for nonstop business operations.
Consolidating Fibre Channel/FICON flows and IP storage flows into a single tunnel
contributes significantly to operational excellence. And, by using custom, browser-accessible
dashboards for combined Fibre Channel and IP storage, storage administrators have a
centralized management tool to monitor the health and performance of their networks.

Adapting to next-generation storage requirements with flexible
deployment options
To realize the full benefits of flash, organizations must move their high-performance,
latency-sensitive workloads to flash-based storage with NVMe over Fibre Channel. The
simplicity and efficiency of NVMe enable significant performance gains for flash storage. In
addition, NVMe over fabrics enables users to achieve faster application response times, and
harness the performance of hundreds of solid-state drives for better scalability across virtual
data centers with flash.
Organizations can also seamlessly integrate b-type Gen 6 Fibre Channel networks with
next-generation NVMe without a disruptive rip and replace. The efficiency of Fibre Channel
with NVMe, combined with the high performance and low latency of Gen 6 Fibre Channel,
allows administrators to accelerate IOPS to deliver the performance, application response
time, and scalability needed for next-generation data centers.
For investment protection, SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors offer compatibility with three
previous generations, and support for connectivity to 4, 8, and 16 Gbps Fibre Channel
products.

IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade
Connecting distributed data centers enables data mobility for advanced data protection.
Today's IT organizations are under pressure to keep pace with the growing avalanche of data
traffic between data centers and the changes driven by virtualized application workloads
within Fibre Channel and IP storage environments.
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Also, faced with rising service level agreement (SLA) requirements and recovery
expectations, enterprise data centers need their disaster recovery infrastructure to ensure
fast, continuous, and easy replication of mission-critical data to anywhere in the world.
Therefore, storage administrators need to replicate large amounts of data quickly, securely,
reliably, and simply while minimizing operational and capital expenses.
To address this challenge, the IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade with Fabric Vision
technology provides a Fibre Channel and IP storage replication solution that moves more
data over distance faster, delivers security without compromising performance, and scales to
support the world's most demanding environments. This solution delivers high performance,
strong security, continuous availability, outstanding flexibility, and simplified operations to
handle the continuous transfer of data between data centers and maintain SLAs.

Accelerating performance over distance to meet recovery objectives
The advanced performance and the network optimization features of IBM b-type Gen 6
Extension Blade enable replication and backup applications to move more data over metro
and WAN links in less time, and optimize available WAN bandwidth.
In addition, IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade secures data flows over distance with no
performance penalty to minimize exposure to data breaches between data centers.
Supporting up to 250 ms round-trip time (RTT) latency, IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade
enables extension over distances up to 37,500 kilometers (23,400 miles).
IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade is designed to maximize utilization of WAN links through
protocol optimization technology. It also expands WAN bandwidth with hardware-based
compression, disk and tape protocol acceleration, WAN-optimized Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP), and other extension networking technologies. This blade provides the
following advanced features and technologies:
 IPSec: Helps ensure secure transport over WAN links by encrypting data in flight with the
hardware-implemented standard 256-bit AES algorithm without a performance penalty or
excessive added latency.
 Extremely efficient architecture: Allows the high-speed, low-latency processing of IP
datagrams and Fibre Channel/IBM FICON frames, making extension of synchronous
applications possible.
 WAN-optimized TCP: Offers an aggressive TCP stack, optimizing TCP window size and
flow control, and accelerating TCP transport for high-throughput storage applications.
 Streams: Is a feature of WAN-optimized TCP and is used with IP extension to prevent
head-of-line blocking (HoLB) across the WAN.
 PerPriority TCP quality of service (PTQ): Provides high, medium, and low-priority
handling of Fibre Channel and IP Extension flows within the same tunnel for transmission
over the WAN using autonomous, individual TCP sessions per QoS priority.
 Extension Trunking: Combines multiple WAN connections into a single, logical,
high-bandwidth trunk, providing active load balancing and network resilience to protect
against WAN link failures.
 Lossless link loss (LLL): Is part of Extension Trunking, providing recovery of data lost in
flight when a link goes offline. From the perspective of the storage applications, nothing
ever happened because all data is delivered, and delivered in order.
 Failover/failback with failover groups: Assigns metrics to circuits, and puts circuits into
a failover group. If all circuits of the lower metric within the failover group go offline, the
higher-metric circuits take over. This process uses LLL, so all data is delivered and
delivered in order. The storage application will not know that a failover/failback has
occurred.
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 Adaptive Rate Limiting (ARL): Dynamically adjusts bandwidth sharing between
minimum and maximum rate limits to optimize bandwidth usage and maintain maximum
WAN performance during disruptions.
 Advanced compression architecture: Provides multiple modes to optimize compression
ratios for various throughput requirements.
 Fibre Channel over IP (FCIP) Fast Write (FCIP-FW): Accelerates SCSI write processing,
maximizing performance of synchronous and asynchronous replication applications
across high-latency WAN connections over any distance.
 Open Systems Tape Pipelining (OSTP): Accelerates read and write tape processing
over distance, significantly reducing backup and recovery times over distance anywhere in
the world.
 Advanced Accelerator for FICON: Uses advanced networking technologies, data
management techniques, and protocol intelligence to accelerate IBM Global Mirror,
mainframe tape read and write operations, and IBM z/OS host connections to Teradata
warehousing systems over distance.

Ensuring continuous availability between data centers
Today’s organizations depend on fast, reliable access to data wherever and whenever
needed, regardless of location. The ramifications and potential business impact of an
unreliable disaster recovery and data protection infrastructure are greater than ever.
The IBM Storage Networking SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors and IBM b-type Gen 6
Extension Blade combine data-center-proven reliability with an innovative business continuity
solution for nonstop operations. They use the core technology of b-type Gen 6 Fibre Channel,
consistently delivering 99.999% uptime in the world’s most demanding data centers.
IBM b-type Gen 6 directors deliver enterprise-class availability features, such as
hot-pluggable chassis components with nondisruptive software upgrades, to maximize
application uptime and minimize outages. This feature combines director-class availability
with IBM b-type Gen 6 innovative extension features and WAN-side, nondisruptive firmware
upgrades to achieve always-on business operations and maximize application uptime. These
capabilities enable a high-performance and highly reliable network infrastructure for disaster
recovery and data protection.
IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade provides a suite of features, from pre-deployment
validation to advanced network failure recovery technologies, to help ensure a continuously
available storage extension infrastructure. With built-in Flow Generator and Wtool,
administrators can validate conditions of the WAN links, network paths, and proper setup of
configurations before deployment. In addition, administrators can troubleshoot the physical
infrastructure to ease deployment and avoid potential issues.
To protect against WAN link failure and avoid restart or resync events, IBM b-type Gen 6
Extension Blade uses WAN-optimized TCP to ensure in-order lossless transmission of data.
In addition, IBM b-type Gen 6 with Extension Trunking protects against WAN link failures with
tunnel redundancy for lossless path failover and ensure in-order data delivery by using LLL.
The advanced Extension Trunking feature allows multiple network paths to be used
simultaneously.
When there is a failure for a network path, Extension Trunking automatically retransmits the
lost packets over a non-affected WAN link to maintain overall data integrity. This feature
enables protection of the replication application, allowing the application to continue without
disruption.
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To maintain replication application performance during failure situations, IBM b-type Gen 6
features ARL, which uses dynamic bandwidth sharing between minimum (floor) and
maximum (ceiling) rate limits. With ARL, organizations can optimize bandwidth utilization and
maintain full WAN performance of the link during periods when a path is offline due to an
extension platform, IP network device, or array controller outage.
During this failure scenario, the other extension switch automatically detects that the first
device went idle, and dynamically adjusts to use 100% of the available WAN bandwidth,
providing full throughput. In addition, with outstanding amounts of storage data crossing
extension connections and consuming larger, faster links, the ARL feature has been
enhanced to react 10 times faster to varying traffic patterns that compete for WAN bandwidth
or use shared interfaces.
The solution also extends proactive monitoring between data centers through MAPS and
Flow Vision to automatically detect WAN anomalies. With real-time information,
administrators can pinpoint and isolate the issue to either its storage or network device to
accelerate troubleshooting and avoid unplanned downtime.

Flexible and scalable multiprotocol connectivity solution for disaster
recovery
The IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade provides flexible multiprotocol deployment options
within the director, integrating seamlessly with Fibre Channel blades, or providing stand-alone
extension services for large-scale, multi-site data center environments implementing block,
file, and tape data protection solutions. In addition, a broad range of advanced extension,
FICON, and storage fabric services are available to address the most challenging extension
and storage networking requirements.
IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade is an ideal solution for the following functions:





Data protection for open systems and mainframes
Multi-site synchronous and asynchronous storage replication
Centralized tape backup, recovery, and archiving
Consolidation of Fibre Channel, FICON, and IP storage data flows from heterogeneous
arrays

With IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade, organizations gain scale-as-you-grow flexibility, with
up to four blades within the director chassis. Each extension blade provides sixteen 32 Gbps
Fibre Channel/FICON ports, sixteen 1/10 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) ports, and two 40 GbE ports
delivering the high bandwidth, port density, and throughput required for maximum application
performance over WAN connections. With industry-leading port density, administrators can
connect more Fibre Channel and IP storage devices to scale on demand.
To meet current and future requirements, with compression enabled, organizations can scale
up to 80 Gbps application throughput, depending on the type of data and the characteristics
of the WAN connection.
IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade provides a comprehensive bundle that includes a set of
advanced services: FCIP, IP Extension, Fabric Vision technology, Extension Trunking, ARL,
IPSec, compression, OSTP, Fast Write, Adaptive Networking, and Extended Fabrics. Optional
value-add licenses for Integrated Routing (FCR), FICON Management Server (CUP), and
Advanced FICON Accelerator are available to address challenging extension and storage
networking requirements in open-system and mainframe environments.
Organizations can deploy IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blades and SAN42B-R Extension
Switch in a data center-to-edge architecture as a cost-effective option for connecting primary
data centers with remote data centers and offices.
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Enhancing IP storage replication over long distance
IP storage arrays with native replication applications are not built to efficiently handle latency
and packet loss. IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade provides a robust IP extension solution
that delivers local performance at long distance, with strong encryption, for comprehensive
disaster recovery. It uses TCP Acceleration to help achieve the fastest replication speeds
possible from IP storage devices, and WAN-optimized TCP to ensure in-order lossless
transmission of IP extension data.
IP extension solutions help to significantly increase the performance of IP storage
applications across the WAN, even with encryption turned on. The more latency and packet
loss between the data centers, the greater the gain. IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade can
move 50 times more data than native TCP/IP stacks to meet rigorous recovery objectives.
Such performance gains enable use cases that at one time were deemed unfeasible.
IP extension also offers other, more far-reaching benefits. With multiprotocol port connectivity,
organizations can consolidate IP replication flows, or both IP storage and Fibre
Channel/FICON flows, within a single blade. This configuration enables storage
administrators to consolidate IO flows from heterogeneous devices and multiple protocols.
The consolidation of these applications into a single, managed tunnel between data centers
across the WAN has real operational, availability, security, and performance value.
IP extension supports a range of commonly used storage applications:








Array native IP remote data replication
IP-based centralized backup
Virtual machine (VM) replication
Host-based
Database replication over IP
Network-attached storage (NAS) head replication between data centers
Data migration between data centers

Simplify management over distance for greater control and insight
Extending Fabric Vision technology between data centers provides outstanding insight and
visibility across the storage network. With its powerful built-in monitoring, management, and
diagnostic tools, Fabric Vision technology enables organizations to minimize the impact of
disruptions and outages for nonstop business operations.
Consolidating Fibre Channel/FICON flows and IP storage flows into a single tunnel
contributes significantly to operational excellence. In addition, by using custom,
browser-accessible dashboards for combined Fibre Channel and IP storage, storage
administrators have a centralized management tool to monitor the health and performance of
their networks.
IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade supports the following Fabric Vision technology features
for storage extension management:









IO Insight
MAPS
Fabric Performance Impact (FPI) monitoring
Configuration and Operational Monitoring Policy Automation Services Suite (COMPASS)
ClearLink Diagnostics
Flow Vision (including Flow Learning, Flow Monitor, and Flow Generator)
Forward Error Correction (FEC)
Credit Loss Recovery

For more information about these features, see “Enhanced operational stability for always-on
business operations” on page 5.
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Networking management with IBM Network Advisor
IBM Network Advisor simplifies storage networking management and helps organizations
dramatically reduce deployment and configuration times by enabling fabrics, switches, and
ports to be managed as groups. Consolidated dashboard views across Fibre Channel and IP
storage are available for immediate use, so teams can start monitoring their storage network
resources without delay.
For more information, see “Simplified Fibre Channel management with IBM Network Advisor”
on page 6.

Ensure interoperability with integrated architecture and management
IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade uses the same FOS that supports the entire storage
networking product family with Gen 6 Fibre Channel. This configuration helps ensure
interoperability with advanced features, such as Fabric Vision technology, Integrated Routing,
and Trunking.
In addition, organizations can perform management and administrative tasks through familiar
management tools, including IBM Network Advisor, Web Tools, and the command-line
interface (CLI). Moreover, optional FICON CUP capabilities enable heritage management
applications to seamlessly support FICON environments.

Product specifications
This section describes the supported features and benefits of the IBM SAN512B-6 and
SAN256B-6 directors and the IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.

SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors
The IBM SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors have two airflow options.
Airflow options:
The SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 offer fans and power supply assemblies that offer two
airflow options, either NPI (nonport-side intake) or NPE (nonport-side exhaust) airflow,
providing greater rack installation flexibility for these products. The IT administrator can use
the airflow option that best suits the cooling strategy within their data center.
The fan and power supply assemblies both have an airflow option, and both must match in
direction. The airflow option must be selected at time of ordering the product. The chassis
is then programmed for that direction. After the chassis is programmed, all replacement
field-replaceable unit (FRU) assemblies must match the direction of the original assemblies
being replaced. Otherwise, an error message is logged and the assembly is faulted.
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Table 2 lists the system architecture for the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.
Table 2 System architecture
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Feature

Description

Product number

SAN512B-6 (8961-F08)a
SAN256B-6 (8961-F04)a

Chassis

Single chassis: SAN512B-6 provides up to 384 32-Gbps ports or a 512-port
equivalent with 128 Gbps (4 × 32 Gbps) UltraScale ICL ports (32 Gbps × 4
QSFP ports). SAN256B-6 provides up to 192 32-Gbps ports or a 256-port
equivalent with 16 UltraScale ICL ports.
Each supports E, F, D, M, SIM, AE, and EX Fibre Channel ports using 48-port
32-Gbps Fibre Channel blades:
 SAN512B-6 8-blade slots: 14U rack-mountable chassis; 68.58 cm (27 in.)
to 78.74 cm (31 in.) and 55.88 cm (22 in.) rail kits for the four-post rack;
mid-mount kit for the two-post rack.
 SAN256B-6 4-blade slots: 8U rack-mountable chassis; 68.58 cm (27 in.)
to 78.74 cm (31 in.) rail, 45.72 cm (18 in.) to 60.96 cm (24 in.) rail, and
airflow diversion rack mount kits for the four-post rack; mid-mount kit for
the two-post rack.

Control processor

Redundant (active/standby) control processor modules.

Scalability

Full-fabric architecture of 239 switches.

Certified maximum

6,000 active devices per switch; 56 switches, 19 hops in FOS fabrics; larger
fabrics certified as required.

Fibre Channel
blades

SAN512B-6 48 port Blade provides 48 ports of 32-Gbps Gen 6 Fibre Channel.

IBM b-type Gen 6
Extension blade

32 Gbps Extension Blade provides Fibre Channel extension (16 × 32-Gbps
Fibre Channel ports) and IP extension over IP networks (16 × 1/10-GbE and
2 × 40-GbE ports).

Performance

Fibre Channel:
 4 Gbps line speed, full duplex
 8 Gbps line speed, full duplex
 10 Gbps line speed, full duplex
 16 Gbps line speed, full duplex
 32 Gbps line speed, full duplex
Autosensing of 4, 8, 16, and 32 Gbps port speeds depending on SFPs used.
Speed matching between 4, 8, 16, and 32 Gbps port speeds. 10 Gbps port
speeds with dedicated SFPs.

ISL trunking

Frame-based trunking with up to eight 32 Gbps ports per ISL trunk; up to 256
Gbps per ISL trunk.
Exchange-based load balancing across ISLs with DPS included in FOS.
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Feature

Description

UltraScale ICL
trunking

Chassis-to-chassis linkage through connectors on the Core Routing (CR)
blade.
Can configure the following maximum QSFPs per trunk depending on blade
type, connecting these objects:
 Up to four 4 × 32 Gbps QSFP ports in a trunk group to form a 512 Gbps
trunk between two CR32-4 blades. For trunks that contain four or fewer
QSFP ports, ports in a trunk must be located in the same port group on
each blade.
 Up to four 4 × 32 Gbps QSFP ports in a trunk group to form a 512 Gbps
trunk between a CR32-4 and CR32-8 blade. For trunks that contain four or
fewer QSFP ports, ports in a trunk must be located in the same port group
on each blade.
A minimum of two QSFP connections are required for a trunk, and up to four
4 × 16 Gbps QSFP trunks between pairs of CR32-8 (CR32-4) and CR16-8
(CR16-4).

Multichassis with
UltraScale ICL
ports

Up to 4,608 non-blocking 32 Gbps Fibre Channel ports; UtraScale ICL ports
(32 for 8 slot or 16 per 4 slot chassis, optical QSFP) connect up to nine chassis
in a full mesh topology or up to 12 chassis in a core-edge topology.

UltraScale ICL
bandwidth






Chassis bandwidth




SAN512B-6: 4.096 Tbps; 32 UltraScale ICL ports provide the equivalent
of 128 32 Gbps ports. Each UltraScale ICL port provides 128 Gbps
bandwidth over a QSFP (32 Gbps × 4) link.
SAN256B-6: 2.048 Tbps; 16 UltraScale ICL ports provide the equivalent
of 64 32 Gbps ports. Each UltraScale ICL port provides 128 Gbps
bandwidth over a QSFP (32 Gbps × 4) link.
Both models: Frame-based trunking is enabled between four UltraScale
ICLs. DPS distributes exchanges across all frame trunks.
SAN512B-6: 12.2 Tbps per chassis (384 ports × 32 Gbps) data rate +
4.096 Tbps UltraScale ICL bandwidth (32 × 128 Gbps).
SAN256B-6: 6.1 Tbps per chassis (192 ports × 32 Gbps) data rate +
2.048 Tbps UltraScale ICL bandwidth (16 × 128 Gbps).

Slot bandwidth

1,536 Gbps (line rate).

Switch latency





SAN512B-6 48 port blade at Gen 6 32 Gbps speeds: <900 nanoseconds
(ns), including FEC; any-port-to-any-port local switching and
2.7 miscrosecond (µsec) blade to blade at 32 Gbps, cut-through routing.
IBM b-type Gen 6 32 Gbps Extension Blade, Fibre Channel to Fibre
Channel: <900 ns (including FEC) and 2.7 µsec any-port-to-any-port at
32 Gbps, cut-through routing.

Maximum frame
size

2,112-byte payload.

Frame buffers

15,000 per switching ASIC.

Classes of service

Class 2, Class 3, and Class F (inter-switch frames).

Fibre Channel port
types



Data traffic types

Fabric switches supporting unicast, multicast (255 groups), and broadcast.

SAN512B-6 48-port blade: F_Port, E_Port, EX_Port, M_Port, SIM, and
D_Port.
 IBM b-type Gen 6 Gbps Extension Blade: F_Port, E_Port, and EX_Port on
FC, and VE_Port on GbE.
Note: Self-discovery is based on switch type (U_Port) with an optional
port-type control.
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Feature

Description

Hot-swap
components

Control processors, core routing modules, power supplies, fan modules, Fibre
Channel port blades, extension blade, small form-factor pluggables (SFPs),
and quad small form-factor pluggables (QSFPs).

Warranty

One year; 24×7 same-day maintenance; service options are available.

Media types







SAN512B-6 48 port blade: Supports hot-pluggable Fibre Channel SFP+ at
32 Gbps SWL/LWL and SFP+ at 16 Gbps SWL/LWL/ELWL, 10 Gbps
SWL/LWL SFP.
IBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade: Supports hot-pluggable Fibre
Channel SFP28 at 32 Gbps SWL/LWL; SFP+ at 16 Gbps
SWL/LWL/ELWL; SFP at 10 Gbps FC SWL/LWL and Ethernet SFP+ at
1 GbE copper, 1 GbE 1000BASE-SX/LX/CWDM, SFP+ at 10 GbE SR/LR;
SFP+ at 10 GbE tunable DWDM 80 km, and QSFP at 40 GbE
SR4/LR4/ER4.
CR blades, CR32-4 and CR32-8: Support hot-pluggable Fibre Channel
QSFP at 4×32 Gbps SWL, 4×16 Gbps SWL, and 4×16 Gbps 2 km QSFP
for ICL connections.

USB

One USB port per control processor for firmware download, support save, and
configuration upload or download.

Fabric services
























Adaptive Networking (Traffic Isolation, QoS)
BB credit recovery
Advanced Zoning (default zoning, port/worldwide name (WWN) zoning,
peer zoning, target-driven zoning, broadcast zoning)
Dynamic path selection (DPS)
Extended Fabrics
FDMI; FICON CUP
Flow Vision
Frame Redirection
Fabric Shortest Path First (FSPF)
Internet Protocol over Fibre Channel (IPFC)
ISL Trunking
Management Server
Monitoring and Alerting Policy Suite (MAPS)
N_Port Trunking
N_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV)
Network Time Protocol (NTP) v3
Port Fencing
Registered state change notification (RSCN)
Reliable Commit Service (RCS)
Simple Name Server (SNS)
Syslog
Virtual Fabrics (Logical Switch, Logical Fabric)

Extension

Supports DWDM, CWDM, and FC-SONET devices; Fibre Channel, in-flight
compression (LZO), and encryption (AES-GCM-256); BB credit recovery;
FCIP, IP Extension, Adaptive Rate Limiting (ARL), data compression, Fast
Write, read/write Tape Pipelining, QoS.

FICON

FICON cascading, support for lossless DLS, FICON CUP, and Advanced
Accelerator for FICON (IBM z/OS Global Mirror and read/write Tape
Pipelining).

a. The base functionality includes the Enterprise Software bundle, which comprises FOS features
on top of base FOS functionality included in the hardware.
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Table 3 lists the system components for the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.
Table 3 System components
Feature

Description

Fibre Channel ports




SAN512B-6: Up to 384 32-Gbps ports, universal (E_Port, F_Port,
EX_Port, M_Port, D_Port, SIM Port, FICON)
SAN256B-6: Up to 192 32-Gbps ports, universal (F_Port, E_Port,
EX_Port, M_Port, D_Port, SIM Port, FICON)

Classes of service

Class 2, Class 3, Class F (inter-switch frames)

ANSI Fibre Channel
protocol

FC-PH (Fibre Channel Physical and Signaling Interface standard)

Fabric initialization

Complies with FC-SW 5.0

Port to port latency

Local switching: 900 nsec
Blade to blade: 2.7 µsec

Switching capacity

An aggregate switching capacity of 13.5 billion frames per second (for Class 2,
Class 3, and Class F frames for a 384-port chassis)

Table 4 lists the high availability features of the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.
Table 4 High availability features
Feature

Description

Architecture

Non-blocking shared memory, passive backplane, redundant active/passive
control processor, redundant active/active core switching blades, and
redundant WWN cards.

Chassis power

SAN512B-6:
 Four power supplies are required for AC Low Line (100 - 120 VAC).
 Two power supplies are required for AC High Line (200 - 240 VAC).
 Device includes three PSUs or empty (3 for 2+1 redundancy). Two provide
system power, but four must be installed to provide power efficiency and
2+2 redundancy.
SAN256B-6:
 Two power supplies are required for AC Low Line (100 - 120 VAC).
 One power supply is required for AC High Line (200 - 240 VAC).
 The device includes two power supplies. One provides system power, but
both must be installed to provide power efficiency and 1+1 redundancy.

Cooling





SAN512B-6: Requires three fan tray assemblies. A failure condition is one
failed fan from any fan tray.
Each assembly contains two fans for a total of six. The system requires five
of six functioning fans for operation in SAN512B-6. One fan tray assembly
can be hot-swapped and should be replaced immediately in the event of a
failure.
SAN256B-6: Requires two fan tray assemblies. A failure condition is one
failed fan from any fan tray.
Each assembly contains two fans for a total of four. The system requires
three of four functioning fans for operation in SAN256B-6. One fan
assembly can be hot-swapped and should be replaced immediately in the
event of a failure.
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Feature

Description

Airflow

Non-port-side intake to port-side exhaust or port-side intake to non-port-side
exhaust options are available.

Solution availability

Designed to provide 99.999% uptime capabilities; hot-pluggable redundant
power supplies, fans, WWN cards, processors, core switching, port blades,
and optics; online diagnostics; nondisruptive firmware download and
activation.

Table 5 lists the management features of the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.
Table 5 Management features
Feature

Description

Management

HTTP, SNMP v1/v3 (FE MIB, FC Management MIB), SSH; Auditing, Syslog;
Advanced Web Tools, IBM Network Advisor SAN Enterprise, or IBM Network
Advisor SAN Professional Plus; command-line interface (CLI); SMI-S
compliant; RESTful API; trial licenses for add-on capabilities.

Security

DH-CHAP (between switches and end devices), FCAP switch authentication,
FIPS 140-2 L2-compliant, HTTPS, IPSec, IP filtering, LDAP with IPv6,
OpenLDAP, Port Binding, RADIUS, user-defined role-based access control
(RBAC), Secure Copy Protocol (SCP), Secure RPC, SFTP, SSH v2, SSL,
Switch Binding, TACACS+, Trusted Switch.

Management
access

10/100/1000 Ethernet (RJ-45) per control processor, in-band over Fibre
Channel; serial port (RJ-45) and one USB per control processor module;
DHCP/DHCPv6; call-home integration enabled through IBM Network Advisor.

Diagnostics

IO Insight for IO monitoring; ClearLink optics and cable diagnostics, including
electrical/optical loopback, link traffic/latency/distance; built-in flow generator;
POST and embedded online/offline diagnostics, including environmental
monitoring, FC ping and Pathinfo (FC traceroute), flow mirroring, frame viewer,
nondisruptive daemon restart, optics health monitoring, power monitoring,
RAStrace logging, and Rolling Reboot Detection (RRD).

Table 6 lists the mechanical specifications for the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.
Table 6 Mechanical specifications
Feature

Description

Enclosure





Mounting
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SAN512B-6 12-blade slots: 14U rack-mountable chassis; 27 in. to 31 in.
and 22 in. rail kits for the four-post rack; mid-mount kit for the two-post
rack
SAN256B-6 8-blade slots: 8U rack-mountable chassis; 27 in. to 31 in. rail,
18-24 in. rail, and airflow diversion rack mount kits for the four-post rack;
mid-mount kit for the two-post rack

Rack-mountable in a standard 19-inch EIA cabinet
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Feature

Description

Size

SAN512B-6
 Height: 61.23 cm (24.11 in., 14U)
 Width: 43.74 cm (17.23 in.)
 Depth: 61.04 cm (24.04 in.)
SAN256B-6
 Height: 34.45 cm (13.56 in., 8U)
 Width: 43.74 cm (17.23 in.)
 Depth: 61.04 cm (24.04 in.)
SAN256B-6 with airflow diversion rack-mount kit
 Height: 40.00 cm (15.75 in., 8U)
 Width: 43.74 cm (17.23 in.)
 Depth: 61.29 cm (24.09 in.)

System weight

SAN512B-6
 35.61 kg (78.5 lb) for chassis
 145.8 kg (321.5 lb) for 384-port configuration, fully populated
SAN256B-6
 24.5 kg (54 lb) for chassis
 68.95 kg (152.0 lb) for 192-port configuration, fully populated

Table 7 lists the environmental specifications for the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.
Table 7 Environmental specifications
Feature

Description

Temperature

Operating: 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F)
Non-operating: -25°C to 70°C (-13°F to 158°F)

Humidity




Operating humidity: 5% to 93% RH non-condensing at 40°C (104°F) with
a maximum gradient of 10% per hour
Non-operating humidity: 10% to 93% RH non-condensing at 70°C (158°F)

Altitude

Up to 3,000 meters (9,842 feet)

Shock




Operating: 10 g, 11 ms, half sine wave
Non-operating: 20 g, 11 ms, half sine wave

Vibration



Operating: 5 Hz to 10 Hz @ +5 db/Oct; 10 Hz to 200 Hz @ 0.0005 Grms;
200 Hz to 500 Hz @ -5 db/Oct; scale 0.05 Grms
Non-operating: 3 Hz to 10 Hz @ +5 db/Oct; 10 Hz to 200 Hz @
0.0065 Grms; 200 Hz to 500 Hz @ -5db/Oct; scale 1.12 Grms


Heat dissipation

SAN512B-6
384-port configuration: 14,485 BTU/hr (4,244 W) maximum per chassis
Note: Input power is at 200 VAC with full PSU redundancy.
SAN256B-6
192-port configuration: 8,139 BTU/hr (2,385 W) maximum per chassis
Note: Input power is at 200 VAC with full PSU redundancy.
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Table 8 lists the electrical specifications for the SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6 directors.
Table 8 Electrical specifications
Feature

Description

Supported power
range

Input voltage
 Standard AC input
 Range: 85 VAC to 264 VAC Auto-volt
 Nominal: 100 VAC to 240 VAC
Power
 85 to 132 VAC: 1,450 W
 180 to 264 VAC: 2,870 W

In-rush current

35 Amps maximum, peak

Frequency

50 Hz to 60 Hz (Nominal: 50 Hz to 60 Hz)

lBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade
Table 9 lists supported features and protocols of the lBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.
Table 9 Supported features and protocols
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Feature

Description

IPSec

Helps ensure secure transport over WAN links by encrypting data in flight.

Extremely efficient
architecture

Allows the high-speed, low-latency processing of IP datagrams and Fibre
Channel/IBM FICON frames.

WAN-optimized
TCP

Offers an aggressive TCP stack, optimizing TCP window size and flow control,
and accelerating TCP transport for high throughput storage applications.

Streams

Helps prevent head-of-line blocking (HoLB) across the WAN.

PerPriority TCP
quality of service
(PTQ)

Provides high-, medium-, and low-priority handling of flows within the same
tunnel for transmission over the WAN.

Extension Trunking

Combines multiple WAN connections into a single, logical, high-bandwidth
trunk, providing active load balancing and network resilience.

Lossless link loss
(LLL)

Provides recovery of data lost in flight when a link goes offline.

Failover/failback
with failover groups

Assigns metrics to circuits and puts circuits into a failover group. If all circuits
of the lower metric within the failover group go offline, the higher-metric circuits
take over.

Adaptive Rate
Limiting (ARL)

Dynamically adjusts bandwidth sharing between minimum and maximum rate
limits to optimize bandwidth utilization and maintain maximum WAN
performance during disruptions.

Advanced
compression
architecture

Provides multiple modes to optimize compression ratios for various throughput
requirements.

FCIP Fast Write
(FCIP-FW)

Accelerates SCSI write processing, maximizing performance of synchronous
and asynchronous replication applications over any distance.
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Feature

Description

Open Systems
Tape Pipelining
(OSTP)

Accelerates read and write tape processing over distance, significantly
reducing backup and recovery times.

Advanced
Accelerator for
FICON

Uses advanced networking technologies, data management techniques, and
protocol intelligence to accelerate IBM Global Mirror, mainframe tape read and
write operations, and IBM z/OS host connections.

Table 10 lists the system architectures of the lBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.
Table 10 System architecture
Feature

Description

Fibre Channel ports

Sixteen 32 Gbps ports; E, F, EX, D, and AE ports

Ethernet ports

Sixteen 1/10 GbE ports and two 40 GbE ports

Scalability

Full-fabric architecture with 239 switches maximum

Certified maximum




Single fabric: 56 domains, 7 hops
Multiprotocol routing fabric: 19 hops

Fibre Channel
performance









4.25 Gbps line speed, full duplex
8.5 Gbps line speed, full duplex
10.53 Gbps line speed, full duplex
14.025 Gbps line speed, full duplex
28.05 Gbps, full duplex
Auto-sensing of 4, 8,16, 32 Gbps port speeds
10 Gbps optionally programmable to fixed port speed

System scalability

Up to four IBM b-type Gen 6 blades per IBM b-type Gen 6 Director family
chassis

ISL Trunking

Up to eight 32 Gbps ports per ISL trunk; up to 256 Gbps bandwidth per ISL
trunk

Fabric latency

700 ns with no contention, cut-through routing at 32 Gbps

Maximum Fibre
Channel frame size

2,112-byte payload

Maximum IP MTU
size

Jumbo frames at 9,216 bytes

Classes of service

Class 2, Class 3, Class F (inter-switch frames)

Port types

F_Port, E_Port, EX_Port, D_Port, and AE_Port. For FCIP, VE_Port (Virtual
E_Port)

Data traffic types

Fabric switches supporting unicast

Media types





Fibre Channel: hot-pluggable SFP and SFP+, short wavelength (SWL),
long wavelength (LWL), and extended long wavelength (ELWL)
transceivers (available wavelength options vary for 16 Gbps and 32 Gbps
SFPs)
Ethernet: hot-pluggable SFP and SFP+, short reach wavelength (SRWL),
long reach wavelength (LRWL), extended long wavelength (ELWL), and
copper SFP/SFP+ transceivers (available reach options include 1 GbE,
10 GbE, and 40 GbE)
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Feature

Description

Fabric services

























Monitoring and Alerting Policy Suite (MAPS)
Flow Vision
Adaptive Networking (Ingress Rate Limiting, Traffic Isolation, QoS)
Fabric Performance Impact (FPI) Monitoring
Slow Drain Device Quarantine (SDDQ)
Advanced Zoning (default zoning, port/WWN zoning, broadcast zoning,
peer zoning, target driven zoning)
Dynamic Fabric Provisioning (DFP)
Dynamic path selection (DPS)
Extended Fabrics; Enhanced BB Credit Recovery
FDMI
Frame Redirection
Frame-based Trunking; FSPF
Integrated Routing
IPoFC
ISL Trunking
Management Server
NPIV
Time Server
Registered state change notification (RSCN)
Reliable Commit Service (RCS)
Simple Name Server (SNS)
Virtual Fabrics (Logical Switch, Logical Fabric)
Read Diagnostics Parameter (RDP)

Table 11 lists the management features of the lBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.
Table 11 Management features
Feature

Description

Supported
management
software









Security





Diagnostics
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HTTP, SNMP v1/v3 (FE MIB, FC Management MIB), SSH
Auditing, Syslog; NTP v3
Advanced Web Tools
IBM Network Advisor SAN Enterprise or IBM Network Advisor SAN
Professional/Professional Plus
Command-line interface (CLI)
SMI-S compliant
REST API
AES-GCM-256 encryption on ISLs, AES-GCM-256 IPSec encryption on
virtual ISLs (VE_Port), DH-CHAP (between switches and end devices),
FCAP switch authentication
FIPS 140-2 L2-compliant, HTTPS, IP filtering, LDAP with IPv6,
OpenLDAP, Port Binding, RADIUS, TACACS+, RBAC, SCP, Secure RPC,
SFTP, SSH v2, SSL, Switch Binding, Trusted Switch

POST and embedded online/offline diagnostics, including ClearLink D_Port,
FCIP ping, FCIP traceroute, FCping, Pathinfo (FCtraceroute), Wtool, and
Ftrace
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Table 12 lists the mechanical specifications of the lBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.
Table 12 Mechanical specifications
Feature

Description

Size






System weight

5.22 kg (11.5 lb) without SFP/SFP+

Width: 42.1 cm (16.57 in.)
Height: 3.63 cm (1.43 in.)
Depth: 28.98 mm (11.41 in.)
Occupies one slot in an IBM b-type Gen 6 Director family chassis

Table 13 lists the environmental specifications of the lBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.
Table 13 Environmental specifications
Feature

Description

Temperature

Operating: 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F)
Non-operating: -25°C to 70°C (-13°F to 158°F)

Humidity

Operating: 10% to 85% (non-condensing)
Non-operating: 10% to 90% (non-condensing)

Altitude

Operating: Up to 3,000 m (9,842 ft)
Storage: Up to 12 km (39,370 ft)

Shock

Operating: 20 g, 6 ms, half-sine
Non-operating: 33 g, 11 ms, half-sine, 3/eg Axis

Vibration

Operating: 0.5 g sine, 0.4 grs random, 5 to 500 Hz
Non-operating: 2.0 g sine, 1.1 grs random 5 to 500 Hz

Table 13 lists the electrical specifications of the lBM b-type Gen 6 Extension Blade.
Table 14 Electrical specifications
Feature

Description

Power

425 W

Related information
For more information, see the following documents:
 IBM Network Advisor, TIPS1124
https://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=TS012443USEN&
 Fabric Vision Technology, REDP-5400
https://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=TS012932USEN&
 IBM Storage Networking b-type directors product page
https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/san512-256
 IBM flash storage product page
http://www.ibm.com/systems/storage/flash/
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 IBM Offering Information page (announcement letters and sales manuals)
http://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/index.wss?request_locale=en
On this page, enter IBM Storage Networking SAN512B-6 and SAN256B-6, select the
information type, and then click Search. On the next page, narrow your search results by
geography and language.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the US. This material might be available
from IBM in other languages. However, you may be required to own a copy of the product or product version in
that language in order to access it.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. Consult
your local IBM representative for information on the products and services currently available in your area. Any
reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product,
program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not
infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user’s responsibility to
evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document. The
furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in
writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing, IBM Corporation, North Castle Drive, MD-NC119, Armonk, NY 10504-1785, US
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in
certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically made
to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make
improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time
without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM websites are provided for convenience only and do not in any
manner serve as an endorsement of those websites. The materials at those websites are not part of the
materials for this IBM product and use of those websites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you provide in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation to you.
The performance data and client examples cited are presented for illustrative purposes only. Actual
performance results may vary depending on specific configurations and operating conditions.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their published
announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the
accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products. Questions on the
capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.
Statements regarding IBM’s future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice, and
represent goals and objectives only.
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate them
as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and products.
All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to actual people or business enterprises is entirely
coincidental.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate programming
techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs in
any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating platform for which the sample
programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore,
cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample programs are
provided “AS IS”, without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be liable for any damages arising out of your use
of the sample programs.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016. All rights reserved.
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